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Abstract

In programming robot manipulators to carry out a wide variety of tasks it would be desirable to create a CAD system in which these tasks can be programmed at the task level, leaving the fine-grained detail of path planning and collision detection to the system. This paper describes the theoretical background to such a system, by providing a model in which robot motions are represented using multivariate B-splines, a standard representation for free-form shapes in the CAD environment. The paper also describes algorithms which take this representation and apply it to collision detection and path-planning.

1 Introduction.

Robots are typically programmed in one of two ways. The first of these is to guide the robot through a set of motions using a teach-pendant, which takes the robot out of the production line for the duration of the programming task. The second is to plan the motions using a robot programming language, possibly assisted by using a simulation package such as CimStation [1] in an iterative cycle of program-test-program-test-...
Much work (beginning with [2] and surveyed in [3, 4, 5, 6]) has come out of the artificial intelligence community over the last thirty years in increasing the level of automation of robot programming—that is hiding details of the programming process such as collision detection and and calculating the fine details of velocity and acceleration, liberating the programmer to concentrate on the task itself. In this paper we look at the mathematical and algorithmic foundation of how we can embed this style of robot programming in a CAD environment, and describe some algorithms which use these ideas to tackle collision detection and path-planning problems. This paper extends the work described in [7, 8].

2 B-spline curves and surfaces.

In this paper we make use of B-spline curve, surfaces and higher-dimensional shapes [9, 10]. These are a piecewise-polynomial representation used in freeform design, that is the design of arbitrary smooth shapes. The most popular kind of B-spline representation used in CAD is the NURBS (non-uniform rational B-spline) shape, which is easy to use for design and which allows the representation of circles, polyhedra and polynomial curves and surfaces.

The mathematical description of these shapes uses a set of basis functions, a typical set being illustrated in figure 1. A NURBS-curve consists of these basis functions combined linearly with respect to a number of control points, which are together termed a control polygon. The end-points of the control polygon describe the end-points of the curve, and the intermediate points are used as shape parameters to control the shape of the curve. Designing with these curves is therefore somewhere between using an interpolating function and freehand sketching.

The curve is described mathematically by the following formula

$$\mathbf{x}(u) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} w_i \mathbf{P}_i N_{i,p}(t)}{\sum_{i=0}^{n} w_i N_{i,p}(t)}$$

(1)

Where $\mathbf{P}_i$ are a set of control points. The $w_i$ are an additional set of control parameters called weights, which in an intuitive sense are used to allow different points to have a different amount of influence on the shape of the curve [11]. More formally the $w_i$ are the fourth coordinate in a homogeneous coordinate system, the three-dimensional curve being described mathematically
as the projection of a 4-dimensional non-rational curve into 3-dimensional space [12].

The $N_{i,p}(t)$ are the B-spline rational basis functions, defined recursively by

$$N_{i,0}(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } t_i \leq t < t_{i+1} \text{ and } t_i < t_{i+1} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  

$$N_{i,p}(t) = \frac{t - t_i}{t_{i+p} - t_i} N(t)_{i,p-1} + \frac{t_{i+p+1} - t}{t_{i+p+1} - t_{i+1}} N(t)_{i+1,p-1}(t)$$  

Figure 1: B-spline basis functions.

Here the $t_0, \ldots, t_n$ is a non-uniform knot vector which is a list of non-decreasing numbers, where the first and last numbers are repeated $k$ times, where $k$ is the order of the curve. We define $p$ to be the degree of the curve (i.e. $p + 1 = k$). These are the basis functions described above and shown in figure 1. A typical NURBS-curve is illustrated in figure 2.

It is also possible to define higher-dimensional NURBS objects, for example surfaces (see figure 3). There are two ways of doing this, the one adopted...
here is to form the tensor product of \( k \) curves, the result being given by the following equation

\[
\mathbf{x}(u_1, \ldots, u_k) = \frac{\sum_{i_1}^{n_1} \cdots \sum_{i_k}^{n_k} P_{i_1, \ldots, i_k} w_{i_1, \ldots, i_k} N_{i_1, p_1}(u_1) \cdots N_{i_k, p_k}(u_k)}{\sum_{i_1}^{n_1} \cdots \sum_{i_k}^{n_k} w_{i_1, \ldots, i_k} N_{i_1, p_1}(u_1) \cdots N_{i_k, p_k}(u_k)}
\]

(4)

where the \( P_{i_1, \ldots, i_k} \) are a topologically rectangular grid of points, with an associated set of weights \( w_{i_1, \ldots, i_k} \). These points can lie in a space of dimensionality less than \( k \), and we use this idea below to embed the configuration space \([1,3]\) of a manipulator into the physical space \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

There are two particular properties of B-spline shapes that we shall use here. The first is the convex hull theorem [12], which states that all points on the B-spline shape lie within the convex hull of the control polygon. The convex hull is an easily computed object [14], with an \( O(n \log n) \) complexity algorithm for \( n \) 2-dimensional points, and at least an \( O(n^2) \) complexity for 3-dimensional points. Therefore we have a powerful techniques for approximating complex curved objects with simpler polyhedral objects for intersection testing.
The second useful property here is the existence of a subdivision algorithm. By repeated linear interpolation along (in 2 dimensions) the edges of the curve, we can find an intermediate point on the curve, and also find two sub-control-polygons specifying the sub-curves on either side of that intermediate point. This can be extended to the subdivision of a NURBS-shape of any dimensionality by an isoparametric hyperplane of codimension 1. Details of these algorithms can be found in [12, 10].

This section has given a brief introduction to this large subject. More details can be found in [9, 10, 12].

3 A new model of workspace.

In this section we give mathematical constructions which give multivariate B-spline mappings to describe the space swept out when a robot moves. Models are described of both the space consisting of all possible locations for the robot in space (section 3.1) and the space swept out when a robot makes a given motion (section 3.2).
The robot arms commonly used in industry have an open-chain kinematic structure. Such mechanisms consist of a chain of links connected with joints. These joints are either revolute joints which rotate around an axis, or prismatic joints which move along an axis.

In order to specify the geometry and kinematics of such a robot needs three items of information. Firstly, the spatial position/orientation of the robot is given by a cartesian coordinate frame. Secondly, the physical geometry of the links is given by a NURBS surface $S_l$ for each link $l$ (it is simple to extend this to several surfaces per link). Finally, we specify how the links are connected together, using the Denavit-Hartenberg notation—the standard notation used in kinematics [1, 15]. We describe this briefly as follows (see figure 4). We begin by taking a line $\ell_i$ through the axis of each joint of the mechanism, i.e. the axis that a link either rotates around (revolute joint) or slides along (prismatic joint). Each pair $\ell_i, \ell_{i+1}$ is joined by their unique common perpendicular (unless they are parallel, in which case any common perpendicular will suffice). Next we specify the kinematic relationship between these links exactly using four parameters. Two of these parameters, the link length $a_{i-1}$ and the link twist $\theta_{i-1}$ specify the fixed relationship between the two axes forced by the physical link. The remaining two, the link offset $d_i$ (which is variable for a prismatic joint) and the joint angle $\theta_i$ (which is variable for a revolute joint) specify the relationship between two adjacent links.

### 3.1 Workspace generation.

We use the Denavit-Hartenberg specification to generate a set of mappings $\omega_i : \mathbb{R}^2 \times \mathbb{R}^i \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$, where $i$ ranges from $1, \ldots, d$, where $d$ is the number of degrees of freedom of the robot. The function $\omega_i$ specifies the region of space occupied by the robot in a particular position. Consider the mapping $\omega_i : (u, v) \times (r_1, \ldots, r_i) \mapsto (x, y, z)$. This takes a value of the parameters $(u, v)$ which specify a point in the domain of $S_i(u, v)$, and $(r_1, \ldots, r_i)$, which specify the values of $d_j$ (for $j = 1, \ldots, i$, when the $j$th link is prismatic) or $\theta_j$ (for $j = 1, \ldots, i$, when the $j$th link is revolute). The image $(x, y, z)$ is a point in $\mathbb{R}^3$ which specifies where the point $S_i(u, v)$ is found when the robot is in the position specified by $(r_1, \ldots, r_i)$.

The next stage is to give these mappings are given a NURBS structure. Place the control net for the surface $S_1(u, v)$ as it would be when the robot is in its home position. Form the tensor product of $S_1(u, v)$ with a motion-
Figure 4: Denavit-Hartenberg parameters.
curve $C(r_1)$, which is an arc (ranging between the upper and lower limits of $\theta_1$) of a unit circle around the base-axis if the joint 1 is revolute, and a NURBS line (ranging between the upper and lower limits of $d_1$) along the axis if the joint is prismatic.

The penultimate part of the algorithm is to give a basic structure on which to place the surface making up link 2. To do this a NURBS arc/line segment $D(r_1)$ is constructed having a radius/length $a_{i-1}$. The control net $S_2(u, v)$ is placed at the base position, and then displaced by $a_{i-1}$, rotated by $\alpha_{i-1}$, and finally rotated/translated by whichever of $\theta_i$ and $d_i$ is fixed. Finally a tensor product between the line/arc $C(r_2)$ and the transformed $S_2$ is formed, and a further tensor-product with $D(r_1)$ gives the 4-variable NURBS function $\omega_2(r_1, r_2, u, v)$. We repeat this process until the occupancy functions $\omega_n(r_1, \ldots, r_n, u, v)$ for all links have been generated.

### 3.2 Modelling specific motions.

In addition to the mappings for workspace generation we define mappings which give a NURBS model of the mapping which defines volume of space (or space-time) occupied by the robot during the execution of a given trajectory. More precisely for a given motion $M$, specified as a NURBS path in configuration space $[13]$, we define a function for each link $\Omega_i(M) : \mathbb{R}^2 \times \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$. This function takes a pair $(u, v)$ specifying a point in the domain of the $S_i(u, v)$ and a parameter $t$ specifying the distance travelled along the motion $M$, to obtain $\Omega_i(M) : (u, v) \times t \mapsto (x, y, z)$, where $(x, y, z)$ is the point occupied by the image of $S_i(u, v)$ when the link is at the point in configuration space given by $M(t)$.

We model this using a geometric swept-volume algorithm. This takes a template surface $S(x, y)$ and moves it along a trajectory $T(t)$ whilst also executing a local motion of the surface, producing a swept volume $V(x, y, t)$ in space. We can express it thus

$$V(x, y, t) = T(t) + N(S(x, y), t)$$

where $N$ is a transformation of the surface with respect to its fixed position, which varies with changes in $t$. This has been used in planar kinematics, where the motion $N$ was a multiplication of the control net of $S(x, y)$ by control points in a of transformation matrices $[16]$. This allows us to calculate the volume swept out when we move the surface through space whilst
simultaneously transforming the shape with respect to a moving coordinate frame.

We calculate these \( \Omega_i(M) \) in two stages. In the first stage we take the link-surface \( S_i(u, v) \), placed with respect to a coordinate frame at the origin. If the \( i \)th joint is a revolute joint, we form a volume of revolution \( V_i(u, v, t) \) by forming a tensor product of \( S_i \) with an arc of a circle in NURBS form [10]. Similarly for a prismatic joint we tensor product the surface with a straight line along the axis to form a volume of extrusion. The length and parameterization of these lines and arcs are derived by reparameterizing a standard NURBS circle or line by a function specifying the motion of the link.

For the first joint this volume is \( \Omega_1(M) \), the space swept out by \( S_1 \) as the first joint moves around a fixed coordinate frame. However for the other joints the axis itself is moving, so we have a second stage. Take a point at the \( i \)th joint and apply the rotation/extrusion to that, giving a Nurbs-curve \( T(t) \) in space, having a knot vector which we shall call \( U_t \). Then use degree-raising and knot insertion to equate \( U_t \) with \( U_r \), the knot-vector of \( V_i(u, v, t) \) in the \( t \) direction. This produces a new set of control points for \( T(t) \) which we call \( (T_0, \ldots, T_{n_t}) \). Create a set of new points \( P_{ijk} \) from the control points \( V_{ijk} \) of \( V(u, v, t) \) and the control points \( T_i \) of \( T(t) \).

\[
P_{ijk} = RV_{ijk} + T_i
\]

Where \( R \) is the rotation matrix (an affine transformation) that carries the frame based at the origin into the Frenet frame moving along the curve. The desired swept surface \( V(u, v, t) \) is defined by

\[
V(u, v, t) = \sum_{k=0}^{n_t} \sum_{j=0}^{n_u} \sum_{i=0}^{n_v} P_{ijk} R_{i,j} R_{k} R_{k,i}(u) R_{k,j}(v) R_{k,j,i}(t)
\]

Where \( R_{i,j,k}(u), R_{j,k,i}(v) \) and \( R_{k,j,i}(t) \) are the non-uniform rational basis functions defined over \( U_u, U_v \) (the knot vectors of \( S(u, v) \)) and \( U_t \) respectively.

Note that isoparametric surfaces for fixed \( t \) values of \( V(u, v, t) \) consist of \( S(u, v) \) transformed to an appropriate position along the curve. That the placement of these surfaces at the control points is sufficient to describe the entire motion follows from the the affine invariance property of B-splines [12].

### 3.3 Comments.

This representation restricts the motions allowed to those which can be represented in NURBS form. It could be well argued that this is not a restriction
at all. Firstly, we can approximate any motion as accurately as desired using
a NURBS path. Secondly, we have to design a motion using something, and
NURBS, with their properties of local control, control over their smoothness
and their ability to incorporate many other kinds of motion such as straight-
line interpolants and circles [9] offer an intuitive and geometrically elegant
method for this.

It can be seen that this can be extended to the case of creating a swept
volume in four-dimensional space-time [17]. This is important for studying
the interaction of a robot with other moving obstacles [18, 19, 20, 17], or
attempting to detect self-intersections.

The main advantage of this representation is that it allows the motion,
the shape of the links and the resultant swept volume to be represented in a
common form, and has the added advantage that that form is a standard in
CAD. Such advantages are not to be found in other swept-volume models of
workspace such as [21].

4 Application to collision detection.

We now turn to applying this model to the collision detection problem. A
robot executes a motion $M : [0, 1] \rightarrow C$, where $C$ is the configuration space
of the robot. We recall the workspace mapping $\Omega_i(M) : S_i \times [0, 1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$
from above, where $S_i$ is the set of points on link $i$ of the arm. Given a set
of $k$ obstacle surfaces $O_1, \ldots, O_k$ in $\mathbb{R}^3$ we say that there is a collision if the
set $\{\Omega_i(M) \cap \{O_1, \ldots, O_k\}\}$ is non-empty.

We calculate this collision by subdividing the obstacles and workspace
image until either we are certain that there are no collisions or we have
subdivided down to a certain level of tolerance and there are still collisions
between approximating bounding regions. We use a linked-list structure to
structure the data efficiently. The pseudocode for the algorithm follows, and
the algorithm is summarized in diagrammatic form in 5.

Begin
Create the occupancy functions $\Omega_i$
Remove all obstacles that are impossible for the robot to
reach in any configuration
For $(i = 1; i \leq \text{degrees of freedom}; i++)$
    Create a linked-list of obstacles $\text{obs_list}$
Create a pair \( p := (\text{obs}_\text{list}, \Omega_i) \)
Push \( p \) onto an empty linked-list \( \text{main}_\text{list} \)

integer \( \text{count} := 0 \)

While \( \text{main}_\text{list} \) is non-empty and \( \text{count} < \text{tolerance} \)
    pop a pair \( \rho := (\text{current}_\text{list}, \text{current}_\text{patch}) \)
        from \( \text{main}_\text{list} \)
        \( \text{pbb} := \text{BoundingBox}(\text{patch}) \)
    While \( \text{current}_\text{list} \) is non-empty
        pop a patch \( \text{obstacle} \) from \( \text{current}_\text{list} \)
        \( \text{obb} := \text{BoundingBox}(\text{obstacle}) \)
        Test \( \text{obb} \) and \( \text{pbb} \) for intersection
        If there is an intersection push \( \text{obstacle} \) onto a list \( \text{temp}_\text{obstacles} \)
    EndIf
EndWhile

If there have been any intersections
    Subdivide \( \text{patch} \) into \( \text{patch}_1 \) and \( \text{patch}_2 \)
    Subdivide each obstacle on \( \text{temp}_\text{obstacles} \)
    Push \( (\text{patch}_1, \text{temp}_\text{obstacles}) \)
        onto the back of \( \text{main}_\text{list} \)
    Push \( (\text{patch}_2, \text{temp}_\text{obstacles}) \)
        onto the back of \( \text{main}_\text{list} \)
EndIf

\( \text{count} := \text{count} + 1 \)
EndWhile

If \( \text{main}_\text{list} \) is empty there is no collision,
    so continue to link \( i + 1 \)
Else if tolerance has been reached and there are
    still things on \( \text{main}_\text{list} \), then there is a collision
    Report(collision) and Stop
EndIf

EndFor

Report(no collision)

End
Figure 5: The collision-detection algorithm.

The advantage of this algorithm (over, say, [13]) is that the amount of subdivision is adaptive. Regions where there are many possibilities for collision get finely subdivided and approximated by very small bounding boxes, whilst broad free regions or obstacles irrelevant to the particular problem at hand are removed from (resp.) main_list and obs_list at an early stage of the algorithm.

The BoundingBox procedure can be carried out in a number of different ways, for example rectangular bounding-boxes, spheres, oriented bounding boxes, swept spheres and convex hulls. This list is in rough order of complexity, the earlier ones being fast to calculate but offering a cruder approximation, the later ones offering tighter bounds but requiring more complex intersection algorithms. Variations on these bounding-box methods are commonly found in computer graphics—see [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] for details.

5 Path planning and accessibility checking.

In this section we describe two algorithms which can be used for path-planning. That is instead of using the computer to test human designed
paths, we specify the robot and its environment and the algorithm automatically finds a free-space path between desired start and end points, or reports that this is not possible.

5.1 Using a genetic algorithm.

The first algorithm uses a kind of genetic algorithm [27, 28] for path planning. The algorithm begins by creating at random a large set of possible paths without considering whether these paths cause collisions or not. These paths are generated by selecting NURBS control points at random in configuration space, then adding the desired start and end point to the list. A standard Bézier-style knot vector is used. There then follows an iterative process, in which the first stage is to combine at random pairs of paths by clipping the control-point sets from each end, and concatenating these subsets together. This set of solutions is then ranked by total amount of obstacle contact and total length, such that a long path with large amounts of contact is ranked low whilst a short path with small amounts of obstacle contact is ranked high.

Here is the pseudocode for the algorithm.

Begin
Select a random set $P$ of $n$ paths in $C$
Set a $tolerance =$ maximum number of iterations which will
be carried out before assuming that there is no collision-free path
Until (collision-free path found
or until $tolerance$ number of iterations)
Empty the set $P_{new}$
For ($i = 1; i \leq 2n; i + +$)
  Choose two members $p_1, p_2$ of $P$ at random
  Chop off a random number of control points
  from the beginning of $p_1$
  Chop off a random number of control points
  from the end of $p_2$
  Concatenate $p_1$ & $p_2$ and put in a set $P_{new}$
EndFor
Test each member of $P_{new}$ for collision
Rank the members of $P_{new}$ in order of
amount of contact with obstacles
and by control-polygon length
Remove the \( n \) members of \( P_{\text{new}} \) with
lowest ranking
Mutate a random selection from \( P_{\text{new}} \)
by perturbing the control points
\( P := P_{\text{new}} \)
EndWhile
End

5.2 Trimming the workspace.

Another approach which captures the geometry of the situation in a better way is to trim away those regions \( r \subseteq \mathcal{C} \) where \( \omega_i(r) \cap O_j \neq \emptyset \) for some \( i, j \), where \( O_j \) are the obstacles in the robot's environment, leaving behind those regions where the robot is free to move. The NURBS structure is particularly valuable here, as we can apply the subdivision algorithm to split the obstacles and the robot's occupancy space into subregions. The basic idea is illustrated in figure 6.

Essentially our algorithm works like this. Find the region \( \omega_1(\mathcal{C}) \), and carry out intersection tests using bounding-boxes as in section 4 (see also [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]). If there are any intersections, draw an isoparametric line through \( \mathcal{C} \) splitting it into \( \mathcal{C}_1, \mathcal{C}_2 \) and carry this split into \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) by carrying out the subdivision algorithm on \( \omega_1 \) to give \( \omega_1(\mathcal{C}_1) \) and \( \omega_1(\mathcal{C}_2) \). Then test these against the obstacles, throwing away any obstacles which don't collide. Continue until a free-space region is found, or until a so many subdivisions have been done that it is safe to say that there is no possibility of a free-region being found within a certain tolerance. If there is a free region then investigate the free regions for the next link, and so on until the algorithm halts because it cannot find a free region for a given link or until it runs out of links having found a free motion for each link. It is then a comparatively simple task to interpolate a path through these free-space regions.

Here is the pseudocode for the algorithm.

Begin
Create the occupancy functions \( \omega_i \)
Remove all obstacles that are impossible for the robot to
reach in any configuration
Create a linked-list of obstacles obs\textunderscore list
Create a triple \( p := (\text{obs\_list}, \omega_1, 1) \)

Make \( p \) the root of a tree \( \text{main\_tree} \)

Mark this root as the \( \text{current\_node} \),

and make it a grey node

While \( \text{main\_tree} \) still contains grey nodes

\hspace{1em} take the triple \( p := (\text{current\_list}, \text{current\_patch}, \text{depth}) \)

\hspace{1em} from \( \text{current\_node} \) of \( \text{main\_tree} \)

\hspace{1em} \text{pbb := BoundingBox}(\text{patch})

\hspace{1em} While \( \text{current\_list} \) is non-empty

\hspace{2em} pop a patch \( \text{obstacle} \) from \( \text{current\_list} \)

\hspace{2em} \text{obb := BoundingBox}(\text{obstacle})

\hspace{2em} Test \( \text{obb} \) and \( \text{pbb} \) for intersection

\hspace{2em} If there is an intersection push \( \text{obstacle} \)

\hspace{2em} onto a list \( \text{temp\_obstacles} \)

\hspace{1em} EndIf

EndWhile

If there have been any intersections

\hspace{1em} Subdivide \( \text{patch} \) into

\hspace{2em} \( \text{patch}_1 \ldots \text{patch}_i \)

\hspace{1em} Subdivide each obstacle on

\hspace{2em} \( \text{temp\_obstacles} \)

\hspace{2em} Place \( (\text{patch}_1, \text{temp\_obstacles}, \text{depth} + 1) \)

\hspace{2em} on a new daughter-node of \( \text{main\_tree} \)

\hspace{2em} onto the back of \( \text{main\_tree} \)

\hspace{1em} \ldots

\hspace{2em} Place \( (\text{patch}_1, \text{temp\_obstacles}, \text{depth} + 1) \)

\hspace{2em} on a new daughter-node of \( \text{main\_tree} \)

\hspace{2em} onto the back of \( \text{main\_tree} \)

EndIf

If \( \text{depth} + 1 = \text{tolerance} \)

mark \( \text{current\_node} \) as blocked and traverse the

tree until another grey-node is found

EndIf

If no collisions were detected

\hspace{1em} If \( \text{current\_node} \) is on last link

\hspace{2em} mark the \( \text{current\_node} \) as free and traverse the

\hspace{2em} tree until another grey-node is found

\hspace{1em} Else create \( 2^{i+1} \) daughter nodes,
We have used a tree-structure [29] to store information about the patches as we continue subdividing (see figure 7). Each node of the tree (corresponding to a patch of the occupancy mapping) is shaded grey (if more subdivision is needed), blocked if an obstacle prevents that patch of $C$ from being accessed) or free if that region is known to be accessible. This allows us to use the algorithm of [30] to find a connected path through the various subdivided regions.

One major advantage of this (compared with, for example, [13]) is that the same structure works on any scale. If a large amount of space is free then these regions are marked off as free near the beginning of the algorithm, rather than being pointlessly further subdivided. Equally the algorithm concentrates on small regions where this is necessary, and the level of detail is decided automatically as the algorithm progresses—there is no need to set an initial level of desired detail.

6 Conclusions and future directions.

In this paper we have outlined some of the mathematical and computational background needed to develop a robot programming system based on free-from CAD modelling. In order to develop this into a complete system a number of advances need to be made.

One key to the application of these techniques in real environments is to including sensing in order to free the system from the constraint of working in a wholly designed environment. One promising method here is to combine our model of robot workspace with a NURBS-based surface reconstruction method such as those described in [31, 32], which take visual or range data and interpret it to produce a model of the world in terms of NURBS-surfaces. Another exploration in this direction would be to consider ways of representing uncertainty about the environment in a geometrically intuitive way.

The next stage in this would be to combine this model and the sensing work into a unified interactive graphical environment for robot task design.
a) Robot arm moves

b) Sweeps out occupancy region

c) Subdivide to find clear regions

d) Remaining free space

e) Sweep out next link along free-space curve

Figure 6: Trimming away to find free-space.
Figure 7: Tree structure after the first few stages of the free-space algorithm.
The aim here is to combine the traditional CAD-designed environment for representing real objects in the working environment with virtual objects representing the way in which the robot should respond to changes in the environment. An example could be the graphical representation of attractive and repulsive forces within the environment using pictures of springs (using the algorithms in [33] to compute the resultant motions). Virtual walls (appearing as translucent walls in the system) could represent no-go areas for the robot. This works towards an ideal of robot programming by specifying the minimal constraints such that the task occurs, then introducing new constraints on-line using sensors, rather than fixing a way of going a task in advance then changing it when new constraints are introduced.

There are also some simple algorithmic extensions which could be made. For example we can extend the algorithms above to carry out collision detection and path-planning in a known dynamic environment, for example to plan the coordinated motion of multiple robots. This would require the use of extrusion operators, as described in [10] to create four-dimensional space-time workspaces akin to those described in [20, 17].

Other avenues may be worthy of exploration. Some of these are computational, for example the use of parallel processing to enable these algorithms to work quickly in complex, dynamic environments. The algorithms above are amenable to parallelization at various levels, ranging from the parallel implementation of the individual small-scale algorithms such as subdivision or intersection checking, up to breaking down the problem itself by solving for different links or obstacles in parallel. Similarly it may be possible to use dedicated hardware to carry out the small-scale algorithms, as has been done for some computer graphics applications. Another direction would be to extend this modelling technique to encompass other mechanical problems, such as the design and analysis of closed-chain mechanical systems or carrying out more complex workspace analyses such as those described in [34].

Throughout all of this work the key concept is to remain within a small, closed set of representations which allow fundamental algorithms to be developed to a high level of efficiency and then applied to a wide range of problems. This has been emphasized by Farouki and Hinds in their landmark paper [35] on geometric design:

"Since the unified approach (to geometric modeling) guarantees the functional equivalence of all geometric entities of a given type, geometric operations can be performed with equal facility on simple primitives and complex sculptured geometries. Furthermore, this versatility is realized with consid-
erable conciseness of coding: A small family of geometric-function routines accepting generic geometry inputs and yielding generic geometry outputs, forms the core of the modeler.”

In this paper we have described a foundation for systems which provide the context to apply the power and intuition of geometric algorithms within a new problem domain, leading towards the ideal of a single geometric design concept for both motion and shape.
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